


What to DoWhen
You Might Be Dead in Denver

It was snowing over the new Denver airport as I boarded the shuttle
bus for my hotel. My suitcase was flying somewhere without me. I
had left home at the start of a warm, bright end-of-summer day —
warm enough to swim in the pool, which was still open—bound for
Boise via Chicago. Storms in the Midwest, mechanical trouble, and
missed connections had bumped me to Detroit and dumped me in
Denver snow, well after midnight, en route to a ghost airport.
Planes no longer fly from the old Stapleton field, but the look-

alike airport hotels cling like crabgrass to the perimeter of its terrain
vague.
How do I know I’m not dreaming? I asked myself as I rode up in

Our service to the dead is not narrowed to our prayers, but may be as
wide as our imagination.

— WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS

Helping the
Departed
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 DREAMGATES

the glass cage of the hotel elevator. The seasons were scrambled; I
had spent all day traveling to places that were not onmy itinerary; and
I had ended up at an airport from which planes do no take off. As a
matter of fact, how did I know I wasn’t dead? In dreams, I have no-
ticed that luggage is sometimes a metaphor for the physical body, as
well as for life burdens. Here I was, beside a ghost airport, without my
bag. Could it be I had lost my bag of meat and bones?
I called my friend in Boise. There was static on the line, but he

seemed to understand me well enough. This seemed to indicate that
I was not dead or dreaming — until I remembered that in dreams,
we quite frequently receive phone calls from the departed.What ev-
idence did I have that I was not one of those dead people who phone
the living in their dreams?
Only the minor discomforts of the flesh: a mildly upset stomach,

the pricking of stubble I pecked at with the little pink throwaway
razor they had given me at the hotel reception desk. I showered until
my skin shone red as a boiled lobster. The depth and texture of all
these corporeal sensations were proof, surely, that I was fully inside
my physical body and was therefore neither dead nor dreaming.
Yet the play of the senses (I reflected) is not confined to the phys-

ical plane. The dreambody has its own sensory array; it experiences
touch and smell and taste, as well as sight and sound and a finer range
of perception, mediated by finer antennae.
I resolved to dream on my problem. I tossed for a long time on

an uncomfortable cusp of sleep, disturbed by the psychic litter you
routinely encounter in places frequented by transients: the fantasies
and nightmares of traveling salesmen, flight attendants, and (on this
particular night) prison wardens, who had been in town for a con-
ference. I watched the tawdry show for a couple of hours before I fell
into a dream:

I am flying under a snowy sky, over an airfield from which planes
never take off. Below me are anonymous rooftops. I can’t tell one
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building from another. I’m having a hard time remembering where I
left my body. It’s in one of these hotels, but I can’t for the life of me
remember which one. Something tugs at me, and I decide to take a
chance. I dive down through one of the rooftops and land with a huge
whoomph in the body on the bed.

I opened my eyes, feeling bruised and disoriented. I recognized
nothing in my environment, nothing that pertained to me. For a
ghastly moment, I not only did not knowwhere I was, I did not know
who I was. I retained my sense of self. In a larger sense, I knew per-
fectly well who I was. But for a moment, I had forgotten what iden-
tity and what body I had chosen to inhabit.

I recovered frommy partial amnesia within seconds, but it was a
shocker. The experience was still percolating as the morning shuttle
carried me across the high plateau toward the nested cones of the new
airport terminal.

The path of the soul after death, say the Plains Indians, is the
path of the soul in dreams— except that you don’t get to come back
(however bumpily) to the same physical body. Given my confusion,
coming and going from the dream state, is it any wonder that people
get lost and confused after physical death?

Why the Departed Get Stuck
The living have a crucial role to play in helping to release earthbound
or troubled spirits. For one thing, some of these “ex-physicals” seem
to trust people who have physical bodies more than entities that do
not, because there is comfort in the familiar, because they did not be-
lieve in an afterlife before passing on—or quite simply because they
do not know they are dead. “You feel more familiar to one who has
just passed over,” a mother was told by her departed son, in one of
several similar cases reported by Dr. Robert Crookall. British clair-
voyant L.M. Fitzsimmons maintained that “earthbound and other
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spirits needing help listen and pay attention to what you have to say
because, by your appearance, they realize that you have a physical
body.”

Often they announce their condition and their need for help to
the living in dreams.
Bymy observation, the most common reasons people get “stuck”

on the Other Side and remain unhealthily attached to the living in-
clude the following:

1. The departed often do not know they are dead.

Swedenborg observed that “when a person enters the spiritual
world, or life after death, he is in a body the way he was in the world.
There seems to be no difference, so he does not feel or see any dif-
ference.”
InWestern society, the study of the subtle vehicles of conscious-

ness is not exactly part of mainstream culture. So it is not at all sur-
prising that many people who “wake up” to find themselves in a
postmortem environment do not realize they are dead. They still have
bodies that can experience pleasure and pain, and the world around
them looks like the one they know.
Kim dreamed that a lover who had died was sprawled on the

couch in her living room, watching TV. She had had previous dream
encounters with him since his death, including several in which they
had had sex. In the new dream, something—maybe the banality of
the scene — shocked her into realizing that things were not right.
She reentered the dream and asked the deceased lover, “What are you
doing in my house?” He shrugged and told her, “I’m just watching
TV.” She initiated a dialogue. She coached him, gently but firmly, in
the fact that he was no longer alive and presumably had better things
to do than to hang around his old haunts. He responded by propos-
ing sex. “You can sit on my face,” he suggested with a leer. She had
to get tough before he left the house.
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In a dream, I found myself mentoring a large group of worldly
people who were being helped in their adjustment to conditions on
the Other Side:

I am in a large, pleasant assembly hall, with a platform decorated with
flowers and ferns. Most of the people in the audience of several hun-
dred are elderly Jewish New Yorkers, many of them deeply tanned
from their retirement years in south Florida. They are very this-
worldly people. They have been shocked to discover the reality of the
afterlife, and they are trying to figure out how to relate the rules and
skills they have learned to their new condition. Some insult each other
in Yiddish. I spend time with two older men— tanned, wrinkled, suc-
cessful businessmen. I am astonished by the depth of my compassion
and empathy for these people. I explore with them how they can apply
some of their worldly gifts to their new situation. They perk up when
I suggest that there is always room for negotiation. They show off the
fact that I have befriended them. This gives them validation and en-
ables them to rescue some sense of self-worth.

I recognized one of the men in this dream, the father of a woman
who was a frequent participant in my Active Dreaming circles. I like
to think that she and I were able to give him some practical help when
he subsequently passed on.

2. The departed cling to familiar places.

Lisa’s mother had left her a piece of land, quite valuable because
of urban development in the area. Lisa wished to sell the land to have
money for travel and further education but felt she couldn’t. She be-
came confused as she tried to explain her situation to me. Little by
little, I established that Lisa’s mother had been a very controlling
woman and also that Lisa had not attended the funeral and had never
been to the gravesite.
Lisa reported a recent dream: “My mother is living in the shack
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on that land.” Through dream reentry, we established that this was
literally true. At Lisa’s request, I journeyed to the shack and com-
municated with her mother directly, telling her gently but firmly that
she now had more important things to do than to cling to her daugh-
ter. Lisa and I agreed on some simple rituals that would enable her
to say farewell properly: a loving offering at home, a visit to the
gravesite, the burial of an object associated with the mother. Power-
ful feelings of resolution came with this work.

3. The departed cling to their ruling addictions and desires.

A certain kind of tavern gives me shudders. I am conscious of a
swarm of dead drunks trying to get another taste—or another smoke
— via the living people at the bar. Addictions and the tug of old
habits frequently keep departed people frommoving on to higher di-
mensions. In the following case study, a woman’s addictions were ex-
acerbated by those of deceased family members who had remained
closely attached to her. Her courage and love enabled her to dialogue
with the departed, to establish healthy boundaries, to help loved ones
who had gotten stuck on the Other Side to find their right paths —
and in the process, to triumph over her own addictions.

A Toast with Honey

Janet was troubled by a dream in which she saw herself wearing four
large nicotine patches. When we began to explore the dream, she
readily admitted she was a heavy smoker who had often considered
quitting without much success.
I asked her if she considered using nicotine patches.
“I wouldn’t touch those things.” She shuddered and folded her

arms tightly across her chest.
The violent aversion expressed in her body language was sur-

prising from someone who said she was interested in finding a way to
stop smoking.
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I asked her to describe the “nicotine patches” in her dream in
more detail.
“They’re big. They’re sticky and kind of gloppy. I’ve got one

back here” — she reached over her shoulder to indicate the base of
her neck. “There ’s another one here.” As she moved her hand to-
ward her heart, she gasped. “These things won’t let me breathe.”
On an intuitive hunch, I asked Janet if anyone close to her had

died as a result of heavy smoking. She listed three close relations who
had died within the previous ten years from lung cancer associated
with heavy smoking. Janet’s sister, with whom she had been espe-
cially close, had died just a year before. “I feel she ’s been with me
ever since,” Janet commented, her eyes misting. Then she remem-
bered an uncle who had also died from lung cancer. “That makes
four, doesn’t it?”

Four nicotine patches stuck to her (in the dream) in a way that
wasn’t right. Four dead relatives, in a close-knit family, who had all
been compulsive smokers, up to the end. On her deathbed, Janet’s
sister had told her, “I’d give anything for a smoke.”
If it were my dream (I gently volunteered) I would try to talk to

my sister — and maybe to some of the other smokers in the family
who had passed on.We agreed to meet again the next day. As prepa-
ration for this meeting, I asked Janet to bring a personal object that
had belonged to her sister.
That night I had a dream I understood only imperfectly until my

subsequent meeting with Janet. In my dream, I went down in the el-
evator to the lobby of a large hotel, where Janet and a woman I did
not know were waiting for me. Janet introduced her companion as
Honey. Shewas a well-dressed older woman, quite formal in herman-
ners. Her face and body were bloated, but she did not strike me as
obese; I wondered if the bloating was the effect of cortisone or similar
drugs. We were just starting to get acquainted when Honey dragged
Janet away into a crowd of people milling by a coffee machine. I
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watched their heads vanish in a pall of smoke. Irritated, I went after
Honey and made her sit next to me, on a settee, so she could hear
what I needed to tell her.

Who was Honey? I was brooding on that as I drove to my
morning appointment with Janet. On the way, I noticed a beer ad-
vertisement on a billboard. The slogan read, “A Toast with Honey,”
confirming my need to identify Honey.
At the beginning of our meeting, I asked Janet if she knew any-

one called Honey. Janet told me this was her pet name for her de-
parted sister. It was only used within the family, and she had not
mentioned it the previous day. When I recounted my dream, Janet
confirmed my physical description of her dead sister (she had been
treated with drugs that caused bloating) and her old-fashioned man-
ners. Both of us received little shivers of confirmation. I had no doubt,
at that moment, that Honey was present. I was struck by how my
dream made it clear that I would be counseling two women — not
only Janet but also her departed sister — and that Honey might ac-
tually be my principal client.

I closed my eyes and received a clear impression of Honey. She
looked like the woman from my dream, slimmed down a bit. I re-
ceived a clear flow of thoughts from her. She was a loving person,
deeply devoted to her family, especially Janet. She was troubled by
the realization that she might be the source of problems in her sister’s
life. She was ready to accept help.

I suggested to Janet that she should now try to communicate with
Honey directly. What welled up from Janet spontaneously, as she
talked to her sister, was beautiful and moving:
“Honey, I will always love you, and I’m sure that one day we will

be together again. But for now we need to follow our separate ways.
You need to go forward into a new stage of learning and growing. I
need to get my brain andmy body clear of toxins. I don’t want to carry
my addictions into the afterlife. There are guides who are waiting for
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you—Mom is waiting— and you need to go to them now. You can
still visit me in dreams. If you want, we’ll celebrate your birthday to-
gether. We can even share a drink and a smoke, if you still need that.
But only on your birthday.”
As Janet’s words rolled on, we both felt a quickening sense of

abounding love and resolution. Afterward, I asked Janet to blow into
the object she had brought — a ring that had belonged to Honey—
and make it her intention to transfer any part of her sister’s lower en-
ergy that was still with her into this ring. After she had done this, Janet
said she felt immensely “lighter and brighter.” I suggested that she
should seal the ring in a closed container and bury it in her garden.
With shining eyes, Janet reported that she could now see a light-

form she believed to be her sister’s spirit gliding upward, on its proper
path.
Janet had dreamed of four unpleasant nicotine patches. This left

three to locate and deal with. I asked Janet’s permission to journey on
this. I soon found her father in a tavern on a street I drove along quite
frequently. I was puzzled by the fact that, while I was quite familiar
with that block, I had never noticed the tavern. Janet told me later
that the tavern had been the family’s regular hangout until it closed
down a decade before, just prior to her father’s death. Her father was
apparently hanging out in his old haunts, trying to feed his old habits,
unaware that he was dead.

I was having a hard time getting through to him. Then a pleas-
ant, red-haired woman appeared. She might have been in her twen-
ties. She told me to tell Janet’s father to turn around and listen to her.
“I can get him out of here if he ’ll only listen.”

I realized that she must be Janet’s mother. I tapped the man at
the bar on the shoulder. He glanced around quickly but was still not
in the mood to listen to his wife. I wondered who or what would get
through to him. It occurred tome that a conservative, Irish-American
Catholic might listen to a male priest and wondered if one might
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intercede. The next instant, an old-fashioned priest complete with
cassock and dog’s collar entered the scene. He took Janet’s father by
the hand and led him on board a train. The image seemed right:
Janet’s father was on the right line, heading out. This left two more
smokers to be located — or relocated. I found brother Bill and
watched as he too boarded the train. However, he sat apart from his
father and the priest, clutching a can of beer and a pipe. I found
Janet’s uncle in a different location, a rural cemetery. He was watch-
ing mourners laying flowers at a grave. As I watched, his attention
shifted to a nearby headstone. I realized that he was reading his own
name, absorbing the finality of his own physical death. I saw Janet’s
mother again, in a shimmering nimbus of light. The uncle looked up
and appeared to recognize her. I felt that this situation was about to
be resolved in a gentle and natural way and left the two of them to get
on with it.
When I reported these experiences to Janet, she resolved to con-

struct a personal ritual of leave-taking for her three male relatives at
their gravesites. Her uncle, she told me, was buried in the rural ceme-
tery I had seen in my dream journey.

We agreed that if she was not ready to give up smoking and
drinking altogether, she would take steps to ensure that when she in-
dulged, she was doing so for herself, instead of her departed rela-
tives. She would not smoke in her house. She would stop drinking
cocktails at the time that family members had often joked was their
“happy hour.”

This is already a happy ending, but Janet’s story has an interest-
ing sequel. Already an active dreamer with a strong spiritual orien-
tation, Janet felt the need to check on her loved ones after they had
moved on. She had a dream encounter with Honey, in what appeared
to be a medical school on a higher plane, and a loving dream reunion
with her mother, who assured her that her father was doing fine. They
were not together (her mother explained) because they had different
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lessons to learn, on different levels. These dream experiences deep-
ened Janet’s sense of closure—with one exception. She was unable
to locate her brother Bill and was disturbed by my account of seeing
him sitting apart on the train, with his beer and his pipe.

Janet asked me if I would try to find Bill. I told her she could
probably do this herself, given the power of her love and the skills she
had been developing, and that her personal experiences would be far
more valuable than any messages from a go-between. Janet decided
to attend a death workshop in which I encouraged participants to
journey to transit stations and reception centers on the Other Side
by the techniques described in chapter .
Janet journeyed to a vast open space that reminded her of St.

Peter’s Square in Rome. Raised Catholic and still a believer, Janet
was amused—but not altogether surprised— to find herself deep in-
side a collective belief territory. However, when she asked for a guide
who could help her locate Bill, she was approached by a male figure
who looked likeMahatmaGandhi. “Gandhi” escorted her to an over-
size train. She found her brother on board, still clutching his can of
beer and his pipe.

“Bill was nervous,” she reported. “He didn’t want to come with
us. I told him he could keep his beer and his pipe if he needed to,
though I wasn’t sure this was completely true. I yanked him by the
hand. He’s a big man, and he was hard to move. But Gandhi kept a
grip on my other hand and gave me strength to pull Bill off the train.
“ThenGandhi led us to a fountain. He directed Bill to get in. Bill

was washed clean and came out looking different. Gandhi presented
him with fresh white clothes in a box, like a laundry box. When Bill
put them on, he changed again.

“He told me he needed to check on people we had known. I gave
him a quick guided tour, flitting about through our old neighbor-
hoods. He didn’t know that a close relative had moved houses or that
the neighborhood tavern had closed down. He kept trying to give me
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directions but gave up when he realized everything had changed, that
life had moved along since he had died.
“Now he was ready to move on. He sort of bunched himself to-

gether, imploding inward while something fell away from him like
discarded clothes. I saw him shoot straight upward, like a fireball.”

4. The departed are held up by unfinished business.

Breton folk wisdom holds that you must always provide proper
interment for the dead, or the departed will come back to demand
proper burial. During the funeral, you must try to avoid leaving the
house empty; otherwise, the person who has departed may feel duty
bound to stay and watch over it.

Mary’s mother, an Alzheimer’s sufferer, had been “out of it” for
a couple of years before her death. Soon after she passed over, she
started appearing to her daughter in dreams in a very different guise.
She was lucid, coherent— and angry. She told her daughter that she
had not been cared for or fed properly in her last months. She also in-
sisted that her estate had been “stolen” by relatives she had never in-
tended to be prime beneficiaries. Mary had always paid attention to
her dreams and promptly hired a lawyer to investigate. The lawyer
reported that the mother had been persuaded, during the last stage
of her illness, to place the bulk of her estate into the hands of more
distant relatives in an irrevocable trust. That night, Mary’s mother
visited her in another dream and told her that there were “chinks” in
the trust and that it could be broken. She told her daughter firmly
that she must stand up for her rights and pursue this aggressively.
Based on Mary’s dream guidance, the attorney was able to launch a
legal action to overturn the trust. In conscious dreams, Mary reported
back to her mother. Mary also resolved that when the legal business
was complete, she would stage a personal ritual of leave-taking to
encourage her mother to move along her higher path.
When the living do not heed their dreams, the departed will
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sometimes cross into the field of physical (or quasi-physical) percep-
tion to get their message through. A sharp, cynical network news re-
porter I know found his definition of reality blown apart when he
walked into a Manhattan office and sawAl, a producer whose funeral
he had attended the week before.

“What are you doing here?” the reporter demanded.
Al was agitated because people at the network had not read— let

alone used— some important scheduling suggestions he had written
up just before his death. The memo had gone missing. He told the
reporter to look under the blotter on the desk.When the reporter did
so, he found the missing memo. As he did so, Al’s form faded out.
Such occurrences are by no means uncommon and may— as in

this case — be entirely positive and helpful to the living. (If Al had
still been fretting about his lost memo a couple of years after his death,
it would be a different story.)
Spirits may linger to close a deal, to collect on a debt, or to settle

a score, as in Deborah’s story:

“You Owe Me Money”

Deborah, an antiques dealer who bought much of her stock at estate
sales, was troubled by a dream of a fellow dealer who had recently
died in his eighties. She had purchased the contents of his store. In her
dream, she saw him lying in his coffin. The coffin was supposed to be
sealed up, but in her dream it was open. She was horrified when the
dead man opened his eyes. Some of his friends were present. They
kept telling him, as he rose from the coffin, “Lie down and shut your
eyes. You’re dead.”When he persisted, they got a chair for him and sat
him down.He proceeded to yell at the dreamer, “You owememoney!
You’re selling my stuff, and I haven’t been paid!” She tried to explain
to him that she had paid his estate. He didn’t want to hear about that.
He cursed and threatened, promising that if he did not get paid, he
would cause unspeakable damage to the woman and her store.
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She woke up terrified. Her first thought was, “He doesn’t know
he is dead.”

The dream came in the midst of a series of troubling paranormal
events at her store — things falling without apparent cause, unex-
plained knocks and thuds, broken glass— all involving furniture and
objects she had purchased from the dead man’s store.

WhenDeborah reentered her dream, she confronted the oldman:
“What are you doing? Don’t you know it’s time to move on?”
“I’m not ready to go,” he told her. “I need more time.”
Deborah found herself moving into a place of darkness and ter-

ror, a place familiar to her from experiences in early childhood. She
called in light and asked for help in guiding the old man toward the
light. Her call was answered. She had the impression of inexhaustible
light flooding her. She saw herself projecting light to the old man’s
heart area. “It’s time to move on,” Deborah told him gently but
firmly. When he started cursing and complaining again, she shut out
his words and focused on sending more light. As she beamed light
into his form, she saw him rising up from the chair, then seeming to
levitate.When he realized what was happening, he marveled at it. He
said sheepishly, “Maybe it is time.” She watched him rise up through
several apertures, moving toward the Light.
This is a beautiful story, but it is not the whole story. As the old

man lifted out of his chair, Deborah had the impression of something
over her, and I had the same impression.My first image of the oldman
was of someone raising a mug, clutching at its handle as if terrified it
would be taken away from him. It turned out the oldmanwas a severe
alcoholic. I had the further impression of something swathed in dark,
gloppymaterial that remindedme of mummywrappings. As a higher
aspect of the old man separated itself from this etheric stuff and rose
toward the Light, a shadow being slid away: an abandoned shell
that still retained some degree of life and, along with that, mindless,
raging bitterness and alcoholic craving. Deborah and I agreed that
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somethingmust be done to contain this lower aspect of the deadman’s
identity.We agreed to conduct a second burial. She would take an ob-
ject that had belonged to the dead man and use it as a lodging for his
lower aspect, until it dissolved over time. Shewould bury it at the edge
of the graveyard where his physical body had been interred. To assist
in the transfer, she would be careful in using and displaying alcohol in
her home — since the dead man’s addiction was clearly one of the
things that had kept him earthbound and led him to trouble the living.
Afterward, she would purify her home and store by smudging, sprin-
kling salted water, and good old-fashioned cleaning.

5. The departed are detained by the living.

Awomanwas troubled by a series of dreams in which she saw her
departed mother staggering under the weight of an enormous bucket.
I asked her to go back inside the dream and ask her mother what was
going on. Her mother told her, “I’m weighed down by all your tears.
You have to stop mourning me and let me move on.”
Part of setting healthy boundaries between the living and the

dead is to set a term to mourning: to let our loved ones go.
We hold the departed close to the living in ways besides grief

that encumber both. Certain types of séance, ritual, and psychic medi-
umship — amateur or professional — rely on invoking and chan-
neling “spirit guides” on a rather low level. Call in the spirits without
thorough screening and without the ability to send them away and
you’re in the position of someone who lives in a downtown apart-
ment who throws open his doors and windows in the night, yelling,
“Free beer.” The kind of party you’ll get isn’t necessarily the kind of
party you want.

6. Some of the departed believe they are damned.

If you have ever listened to a hellfire preacher, it will come as no
surprise to you that lots of people harbor the fear that they may be
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consigned to an unpleasant place after death. People who are pos-
sessed by such fears at the time of death may cling to the living in the
hope of avoiding damnation.
A macabre example of the complications that may ensue can be

found in the record of a Jewish rite of exorcism performed by a group
of rabbis in Safed in the sixteenth century. The rabbis were brought
in to help a womanwho hadmanifested signs of “possession,” speak-
ing in a man’s voice in languages she had never learned. When the
rabbis interrogated the occupying spirit, it proved to be that of a
deceased money changer who feared a terrible fate (because of his
cheating practices) at the hands of avenging angels who would bat
him like a shuttlecock back and forth across the cosmos before con-
signing him to fiery torment in Gehenna. Rather than face this judg-
ment, he had tried to hide himself in the body of a living person. It is
not altogether clear how he got into the unfortunate woman, but the
record implies it was because she had given herself over to “unclean”
thoughts and practices.

The Book ofWisdom counsels (:) that the unrighteous will be
“punished according to their imagination.” I think this is simple truth.
I have also observed that it is possible to demonstrate to ex-physicals
that if they will only use their imagination, they will discover that
they do not have to spend eternity within the parameters of the col-
lective belief territories.

7. Suicides may feel obliged to serve out their time.

Cara had a recurring dream. She found herself drawn, again and
again, to a cemetery— “a composite of several cemeteries where my
relatives are buried.” In the dream, the tombs are open, and Cara
looks down on the faces and bodies of family members. They are all
lifeless except for her ex-husband, whose eyes are open. He starts
weeping. His sobs rack his body.
Cara’s ex had taken his own life. It seemed highly significant that
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in her dream, he was the only person in the graveyard who still ap-
peared to be attached to his body. The others had clearly left their
corpses behind and gone on somewhere else. Might this reflect how
suicides often seem to stay earthbound? Cara began to wonder
whether the near-suicidal bouts of depression that one of her daugh-
ters had suffered might be connected to the presence in the psychic
environment of someone who had killed himself.

Cara agreed to try to go back inside her dream to seek clarity and
resolution. She found that her ex was consumed with guilt for having
abandoned his family. She tried to comfort him, reassuring him that
all was forgiven. She woke with a happy sense of closure.
By my observation, suicides frequently suffer from a storm of

self-loathing and guilt after they discover that their desperate action
has not ended the pain that drove them to it. In their loneliness and
distress, they reach out to the living. In extreme cases, they may even
try to draw a survivor after them. They need compassionate guid-
ance, which the living can sometimes provide— but only on condi-
tion (once again) that there are healthy boundaries. We can invoke
guidance on their behalf. Sometimes, as in Jessica’s case, it comes as
a spontaneous gift:

Nanna as a Guide

Jessica’s friend Monica had died of a drug overdose in her bathtub in
Sydney a year before. The coroner ruled that her death was an in-
tentional suicide. Jessica did not attend the funeral; Monica’s ashes
were scattered to the waves.
Jessica had a series of chilling dreams and dreamlike experiences.

In some of these, her friend appeared to be standing behind her, put-
ting her hands around her neck. Jessica had a quasi-physical sense of
this presence, even when performing onstage as an actress.
Then she had a terrifying dream in which her friend tried to drag

her into a wild tidal pool among the rocks on a storm-swept beach at
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nighttime. Jessica resisted, fearing she would be drowned. Her friend
begged and insisted. Jessica was pulled closer and closer to the pool.
She summoned her strength and broke away, declaring, “No! I won’t
go with you.”
She woke feeling half-drowned, her life force ebbing low.
After Monica’s grandmother died, Monica stopped appearing in

Jessica’s dreams. Jessica first spoke of “Nanna” when I perceived a
woman in an old-fashioned pink suit with a matching pillbox hat, the
sort of thing one might have seen at a s garden party. “That’s
Nanna,” Jessica exclaimed.We had the shared impression that Mon-
ica’s grandmother had intervened to serve as Monica’s guide on the
Other Side, thoughNanna would not be playing this role indefinitely
— she had agendas of her own, on higher levels.

Releasing Lost Souls
I find it quite wonderful that “ordinary” people with no special train-
ing are often able to play the role of psychopomp for the departed,
even though they have never heard the word. It bears saying again:
If your intentions are good, you will receive the help you need.
A farmer’s wife had been increasingly troubled by the sense that

her mother was “still around” six months after her death. The at-
mosphere in the house was becoming oppressive. The daughter even
noticed pains in her joints that seemed to belong to a much older per-
son and thought of her mother’s constant complaints of rheumatoid
arthritis. She asked for help and had the following dream:

My mother is sitting in the rocker in the house, fussing and nagging,
going on and on about things that don’t matter. I know she doesn’t
belong here, but I can’t get through to her until I notice my father
standing behindme. He passed on almost ten years ago, though I don’t
think of him as being dead in the dream. He’s waving to me, signal-
ing that I should get my mother to turn around and look at him.



Helping the Departed

“Mom,” I tell her, “please turn around. Dad is waiting for you.”
“But he ’s dead,” she snapped.
I went over to her and made her turn around. She was flabber-

gasted when she saw Dad. Then he took her in his arms and they
floated up through the ceiling in a shaft of light.

The dreamer woke feeling light and happy. In the penumbra of
her bedroom, she had the impression of a “ball of light” whirling
across the space, vanishing through the ceiling.
What role can a nonspecialist play in releasing lost souls?
There are four key elements:

Helping Lost Souls

. Set healthy boundaries.

• Make sure, for a start, that you are not feeding someone else’s
habits. Remember Janet’s decision to quit smoking inside the
house and to stop observing the family’s happy hour?

• Monitor your dreams. They will give you clear insight into
the situation of departed people who are relevant to you—
and what may need to be done.

• Honor your departed loved ones in a sensible, appropriate
way. You might want to construct a simple ritual to perform
on a birthday or anniversary. When I do this, I simply light
a candle and put out a bowl of water, a personal object asso-
ciated with the departed person, and sometimes a favorite
food or a spray of flowers.

. Ask for help.

• It’s fine if you’re not entirely sure what you may need to do.
There are others who do. If you are already working with
power animals or spiritual guides, call them in. It is quite suf-
ficient to call on the power of Light and Love, by any name
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you believe in. In dealing with unclean spirits, the name of
Jesus Christ is an especially powerful name— though it may
not work so well on poor Uncle Fred, who is watching the
game on your TV set because he thinks it’s Monday night.

. Dialogue with the departed.

• Identify the departed person who is in your field.
• Clarify whether this person is actually aware that he or she no

longer has a physical body. If you are dealing with someone
who doesn’t know he is dead, awakening him to the situa-
tion is often enough to get himmoving in the right direction.
Depending on your readiness and your connections, you can
then invoke a specific guide, escort the departed person in a
journey to another level, or simply encourage him to move
toward the Light.

• If the departed person knows she is dead, you will need to es-
tablish what is keeping her from moving on and deal with
that by the appropriate means. Dead people often cling to
agendas that will seem ridiculously petty once they become
fully aware of their new circumstances. You may be able to
help a departed person to arrive at that larger perspective.
There may also be legitimate “unfinished business” you can
help to resolve.

• Though “talk therapy” with the departed is often surpris-
ingly effective, you should always be ready to call in addi-
tional help.

. Consider a “second burial.”

• You can’t actually reason with the grasping, addictive, sub-
rational aspect of a departed person, which so often holds
spirits earthbound, enmeshing them in a thick webbing of
gloppy, toffeelike strands of etheric matter. For the spirit
to move on, this casing must be discarded and allowed to
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disintegrate, which happens naturally after the separation is
made. However, the discarded “shell” has a half-life and can
remain a source of confusion for the living, especially when
it is animated by that aspect of the dreamsoul that is some-
times called the body of desire. None of this is difficult to
grasp, once you remember that we havemore than one body!

• If you have helped to release the spirit of a departed person,
you may need to do something to contain and relocate the
residue — the lower energy or “shell” — that lingers be-
hind. A simple way to do this is to arrange a “second bur-
ial.” You need something that will draw that energy into
itself, or into which the energy can be transferred. An egg
will work, provided that the energy is not excessively strong.
You can also work with a personal object that belonged to
the departed person or, failing that, a “neutral” object such
as a stone (or preferably, a fruit stone). In this case, you —
or the person you are helping— should make it your inten-
tion to blow any part of the lower energy that may remain
with you into this object. Then you should put the object in
a sealed container and bury it, perhaps at the edge of the
cemetery where the dead person is interred.

If you have become an active dreamer, confident of your personal
relationship with spiritual guides and protectors, you may be able to
do more. You may be able to journey with a departed person who
needs guidance to a reception center or collective belief territory
where he or she feels comfortable. Robert Monroe described his re-
peated experience of taking ex-physicals by the wrist and conduct-
ing them along a sort of metaphysical superhighway until they peeled
off at various “exit ramps” leading to environments that fitted their
tastes or religious upbringings. If you follow your dreams, you may
find you are doing some of this work already.
We cannot leave this chapter without briefly entering a battle



zone. Not all “lost” souls are simply disoriented, frightened, or needy.
The term criminal souls would better describe those who have chosen
to afflict the living and seek to feed on their energy and ride on their
backs, to dominate their minds, and even to possess their bodies.
Some of these criminal souls belong to dead sorcerers who abused
their skills to avoid the “second death” and continue to operate close
to the Earth sphere centuries after their physical deaths. Groups that
experiment with occult techniques and invoke the spirits without
knowing how to discriminate and dismiss the entities they bring
through are notoriously prone to noxious influences from this quarter.

The basic ground rules here are (a) don’t invite trouble in and
(b) call on a specialist— in ordinary or nonordinary reality—when
you are confronting a problem beyond your own resources.
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